Each page gives a basic template you can use for your own artwork created in the style of many well-known artists. For instance you can recognise the Monet background and then create your own version of his waterlilies pictures. Great fun.

The Art Doodle Book

The illustrations are nothing short of stunning and this book appeals to all ages by including fashion classics, multi-cultural designs and charming ideas for projects.

My Wonderful World of Fashion: Nina Chakrabarti

This book teaches beginners how to think positively and have faith when they have a pencil in their hands. Basic rules of drawing are explained, with each chapter featuring different subjects for you to draw. Throughout the book, there are assignments for you to carry out. By reading this book you are given the confidence to pick up a pencil and draw.

How to Draw Anything: Mark Linley
All of the editions in the 'Creative Painting' series are very informative and are full of activities to do. There is one on 'Line', 'Form' and 'Colour'.

Creative Painting : Form

This is not only a great source of inspiration for artists but also a fantastic eye opener and education for those who want to be enthused by every day life. It is a "must have" for anyone who is looking but not seeing what they are looking at.

Sources of Inspiration: Carolyn Genders